Introduction
============

Depression has become one of the most disabling psychiatric conditions ([@b1-mmr-19-05-3411],[@b2-mmr-19-05-3411]). It is a multifactorial disorder that may involve changes in gene expression and regulation. Previous studies have focused on the role of genetic factors in the development of depression, and several genetically altered loci have been identified ([@b3-mmr-19-05-3411],[@b4-mmr-19-05-3411]). However, the pathogenesis of depression remains unclear.

Salmena *et al* ([@b5-mmr-19-05-3411]) proposed a novel RNA regulation mechanism involving competitive endogenous RNA (ceRNA) regulation, whereby RNA transcripts crosstalk with one another via decreasing targeting concentrations of microRNAs (miRNAs), which suppresses other RNAs that share common miRNA response elements ([@b5-mmr-19-05-3411]). Currently, several studies have demonstrated that ceRNA regulation serves critical roles in human disease, including cancer and rheumatoid arthritis ([@b6-mmr-19-05-3411]--[@b8-mmr-19-05-3411]). For example, phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), which is a tumor suppressor gene, may be regulated by ceRNA activity in multiple tumors ([@b9-mmr-19-05-3411],[@b10-mmr-19-05-3411]). RNA-Sequencing (Seq) technology has allowed for the identification of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs); lncRNAs may act as ceRNAs in human diseases. For example, high mobility group AT-hook 1 (HMGA1) pseudogenes may act as ceRNA decoys. H19 affects HMGA1 expression by attenuating the suppression of let-7, thereby promoting pancreatic cancer metastasis ([@b11-mmr-19-05-3411]). Small nucleolar RNA host gene 6-003 may act as a ceRNA to promote the progression of hepatocellular carcinoma ([@b12-mmr-19-05-3411]). Zhou *et al* ([@b13-mmr-19-05-3411]) constructed a breast cancer-specific ceRNA network based on the mRNA expression profile. Furthermore, the integrative analyses of Du *et al* ([@b14-mmr-19-05-3411]) uncovered a lncRNA-mediated sponge regulatory network in prostate cancer. Previous studies have focused on investigating the ceRNA regulation in cancer. Jiang *et al* ([@b15-mmr-19-05-3411]) revealed functional lncRNAs in rheumatoid arthritis based on the ceRNA theory. Lai *et al* ([@b16-mmr-19-05-3411]) demonstrated that HOX transcript antisense RNA acts as a ceRNA and may regulate PTEN expression by inhibiting miR-19 in cardiac hypertrophy. Recently, a previous study revealed that have revealed that noncoding RNAs serve important roles in depression ([@b17-mmr-19-05-3411]). However, a systematical dissection of the ceRNA network in depression has not been performed.

In the present study, a ceRNA network was constructed using samples obtained from non-psychiatric individuals and patients with major depression. Further analysis identified critical ceRNA modules in depression. Such systematic construction and dissection of the ceRNA regulatory network in depression may aid to elucidate the underlying pathogenic mechanisms involved in depression.

Materials and methods
=====================

### RNA-seq expression data

RNA-Seq data were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database ([@b18-mmr-19-05-3411]). The accession number was GSE42546 ([@b2-mmr-19-05-3411]), which refers to a study on the transcriptome profiling of human hippocampus dentate gyrus granule cells in mental illness. The expression profile contains 79 samples of patients with mental illness including 17 patients with schizophrenia, 16 patients with bipolar disorder, 17 patients with major depression and 29 non-psychiatric controls. The focus of the present study was on depression, therefore the data on 17 patients with major depression and 29 non-psychiatric control samples were used for further analysis. RNAs (mRNAs and lncRNAs) involved the expression profile were unified as genes.

### Construction of the ceRNA regulation network

The ceRNA network was constructed based on the gene-miRNA interactions and the RNA expression data. Firstly, the lncRNA-miRNA and gene-miRNA interaction data were downloaded from starBase V2.0 database ([starbase.sysu.edu.cn/](starbase.sysu.edu.cn/)) ([@b19-mmr-19-05-3411]). A total of 10,212 interactions from 1,065 lncRNA genes and 277 miRNAs, and 606,408 interactions from 13,801 mRNA genes and 386 miRNAs were obtained. These lncRNA-miRNA and gene-miRNA interactions were combined and 616,620 interactions between 386 miRNAs and 14,816 genes were obtained. Candidate ceRNA pairs were constructed by screening all possible RNA-RNA pairs. RNA pairs that had at least 3 common miRNAs and a Jacquard coefficient of shared miRNAs between two RNAs of \>0.2 were identified as candidate ceRNA pairs. In addition, the ceRNA regulatory pair was identified based on the expression data obtained from 29 non-psychiatric controls and 17 patients with major depression. To ensure the volatility of expression data and to obtain reliable associations, genes with zero expression values were removed in \>50% samples. Finally, a total of 14,443 genes were retained in the expression profile. At least 9 samples could lead to statistically significant results. A total of 2 ceRNAs were required to exhibit positively correlated expression using a Pearson correlation coefficient of \>0.4 and an adjusted significance P-value of \<0.05. Correlation analysis was evaluated using the Fisher\'s method in the Weighted Correlation Network Analysis package ([horvath.genetics.ucla.edu/html/CoexpressionNetwork/Rpackages/WGCNA/](horvath.genetics.ucla.edu/html/CoexpressionNetwork/Rpackages/WGCNA/)) ([@b20-mmr-19-05-3411]). The identified ceRNA pairs were combined and the ceRNA regulatory networks were then constructed.

### Differential expression analysis

To ensure the accuracy of differential gene recognition, a t-test was conducted and fold-change values were used (t-test, P-value \<0.05; fold-change values \>1.5 or \<0.667). The t-test was conducted and the fold-change value for each gene was calculated using R 2.15.3 ([cran.r-project.org](cran.r-project.org)). P\<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

### Functional enrichment analysis

The enrichment analysis was performed to investigate the function of genes specific for the ceRNA networks in the normal and depression states. In this process, the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID v6.8) tool ([david.ncifcrf.gov](david.ncifcrf.gov)) ([@b21-mmr-19-05-3411]) was used; briefly, genes specific for the ceRNA networks in the normal and depression states were inputted as gene lists. From the results page, the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways ([www.genome.jp/kegg/](www.genome.jp/kegg/)) ([@b22-mmr-19-05-3411]) chart was downloaded for further analysis.

### Identifying ceRNA modules

The MCODE v1.4.2 plugin in Cytoscape v3.4.0 ([cytoscape.org](cytoscape.org)) ([@b23-mmr-19-05-3411]) was used to examine the closely associated ceRNA modules for normal- and depression-associated networks. The default selection for MCODE was used.

### Identifying key modules

Modules that were significantly enriched with differentially expressed genes were identified as key modules using the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) method ([@b24-mmr-19-05-3411]) and hypergeometric test. The GSEA method was performed using the GSEA 1.0 R script ([@b24-mmr-19-05-3411]).

### Screening of drug-like small molecules

The CMAP (build 02) database ([www.cmap-software.com](www.cmap-software.com)) ([@b25-mmr-19-05-3411]) collects genome-wide transcriptional expression data from cultured human cells treated with bioactive small molecules. A total of \>6,000 gene expression profiles representing 1,309 compounds were downloaded. For each compound, the treatment group was compared with the control group in order to identify genes associated with the compound intervention under different thresholds (fold-change values \>1.5 or fold-change values \<0.667 fold-change values \>2 or fold-change values \<0.5). Genes with fold-change values of \>1.5 or \<0.667 were considered to be genes associated with the compound intervention according to the fold-change method. In addition, a more stringent threshold (fold-change values of \>2 or \<0.5) was also used to explore the reproducibility of the detection results.

Results and Discussion
======================

### Properties of the ceRNA network in depression

The ceRNA regulatory network was constructed using data obtained from the GEO database from 17 patients with major depression and 29 non-psychiatric control samples. A total of 1,311 ceRNA associations between 1,073 genes, and 6,776 ceRNA associations between 2,345 genes were identified under normal control and disease states, respectively ([Fig. 1A](#f1-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). Then, the degree distribution of the ceRNA networks was examined (with degree defined as the number of edges connected to a certain node; [Fig. 1B](#f1-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of ceRNAs exhibited a low connectivity, whereas a few ceRNAs exhibited a relatively high connectivity. Further examination of the degree distribution of the ceRNA networks demonstrated that the degree of these two ceRNA networks was subjected to a power-law distribution with a slope of −2.06 and R^2^=0.868 for the ceRNA control network, and a slope of −1.807 and R^2^=0.919 for the ceRNA network of depression ([Fig. 1B](#f1-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that ceRNA networks in depression are similar to the majority of biological networks. However there are a number of core nodes that maintain the ceRNA network organizational structure and distinguish it from random networks.

Next, the core nodes of the ceRNA networks were examined. Firstly, the hub nodes (defined as the nodes with a degree of \>5 and as the top 5%) for each ceRNA network were identified. A total of 53 hub nodes in the ceRNA control network and 121 hub nodes in the disease-associated ceRNA network were identified. [Table I](#tI-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="table"} presents the top 30 hub nodes with regard to degree number in the normal and disease networks. Further exploration of these hub nodes demonstrated that a number of these have been reported to be associated with depression. For example, the amount of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been implicated in stress-associated diseases, including major depressive disorder ([@b26-mmr-19-05-3411]). Cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)-6, a hub gene in the normal ceRNA network, has been identified as a novel molecule involved in the control of mtDNA ([@b26-mmr-19-05-3411]). High mobility group nucleosomal binding domain 3 (HMGN3), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ coactivator 1β (PPARGC1B) and leukemia inhibitory factor receptor-α (LIFR) were revealed to be hub ceRNAs in the depression-associated ceRNA network in this study. The Hmgn3 gene exhibits differential expression between anxiety-associated behavior and control mouse models ([@b27-mmr-19-05-3411]). Kripke *et al* ([@b28-mmr-19-05-3411]) suggested that PPARGC1B polymorphisms may be associated with bipolar disorder. Furthermore, Kripke *et al* also weakly replicated the association between depression and PPARGC1B rs7732671 in another study ([@b29-mmr-19-05-3411]). Additionally, previous research has indicated that plasma tryptophan levels are decreased during pregnancy and puerperium, as well as in patients with major depression and inflammation ([@b30-mmr-19-05-3411]). According to a study by Maes *et al* ([@b30-mmr-19-05-3411]) LIFR is significantly associated with the changes in the tryptophan/competing amino acid ratio. Therefore, these hub ceRNAs, including HMGN3, PPARGC1B and LIFR, are likely associated with depression, and their regulation may serve important roles in the initiation and progression of depression.

### Comparison of the ceRNA regulation network under normal physiological and disease states

In order to further understand ceRNA regulation in depression, the ceRNA networks under normal physiological and disease states were compared. Firstly, the nodes between the ceRNA networks were compared, and it was revealed that half of the ceRNAs (50.4%) in the normal ceRNA network were also involved in the disease-associated ceRNA network, whereas 532 ceRNA nodes (49.6%) and up to 1,894 ceRNAs (77.7%) were specifically involved in the normal and disease networks, respectively ([Fig. 2A](#f2-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that the initiation of depression may be associated with these ceRNA activities. Next, the function of these specific ceRNAs in the normal and depression states was investigated. Functional enrichment analysis for these ceRNA sets (P\<0.05) was performed to identify significantly enriched KEGG pathways ([@b22-mmr-19-05-3411]) using the DAVID tool ([@b21-mmr-19-05-3411]). A total of 532 ceRNA nodes that were specifically involved in the normal ceRNA network were significantly enriched for the 'thyroid hormone signaling pathway' (P\<0.05; [Fig. 2B](#f2-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, four pathways were enriched with a significant (P\<0.01), including 'other types of O-glycan biosynthesis' (P=0.051), 'base excision repair' (P=0.059), 'soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion protein-attachment protein receptors interactions in vesicular transport' (P=0.064) and 'cyclic adenosine monophosphate signaling pathway' (P=0.091). These 1,894 ceRNAs, which were specific for the depression network, were enriched in up to 31 pathways (P\<0.05; [Fig. 2C](#f2-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that these ceRNAs may regulate a wide variety of biological functions. In addition, a number of these pathways may be associated with depression, including 'circadian rhythm' ([@b31-mmr-19-05-3411],[@b32-mmr-19-05-3411]) and 'insulin resistance' ([@b33-mmr-19-05-3411]).

According to the results of the present study, only a small fraction of ceRNA pairs (11.9%) were shared between the normal and disease networks. This indicates that the differential regulation of ceRNAs may be implicated in depression. Firstly, common ceRNA pairs were examined and it was revealed that these 312 shared ceRNA pairs of the ceRNA networks may form a core subnetwork ([Fig. 2D](#f2-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}), which mainly contains protocadherin (PCDH) family members. Chen *et al* ([@b34-mmr-19-05-3411]) revealed that conditional deletion of the mouse Pcdh-α (PCDHA) gene cluster was associated with depression-like behaviors, indicating that these ceRNA regulations may serve critical roles in depression. In the present study, ceRNA regulation pairs that were specific for depression were assessed. It was demonstrated that maternally expressed 8 (MEG8; a lncRNA) competitively regulated four genes including integrin subunit β-like 1 (ITGBL1), SSU72 homolog RNA polymerase II C-terminal domain phosphatase, potassium voltage-gated channel modifier subfamily G member 3 (KCNG3) and Acyl-coenzyme A synthetase short chain family member 2 (ACSS2) in depression; MEG8 was not present in the normal ceRNA network. Additionally, it was revealed that miR-16 participates in three of these ceRNA regulations, namely MEG8-ITGBL1, MEG8-KCNG3 and MEG8-ACSS2. miR-16 expression is associated with major depression ([@b35-mmr-19-05-3411]--[@b37-mmr-19-05-3411]) and has therefore been used as a serum biomarker for depression ([@b38-mmr-19-05-3411]). This indicates that the lncRNA MEG8 may be a novel molecule implicated in the pathogenesis of depression. However, further investigation is required.

### Expression analysis of ceRNAs

The expression of ceRNAs in the normal and depression-associated networks was examined. Comparing samples from non-psychiatric individuals and patients with major depression identified a total of 460 genes (data not shown). Cluster analysis of these genes was also performed ([Fig. 3A](#f3-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). There were 48 and 32 differentially expressed ceRNAs in the normal and depression-associated networks, respectively ([Fig. 3B](#f3-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). The fold-change value was \>1.5 or \<0.667 and the P-value was \<0.05. A hypergeometric test was conducted to identify overlapping ceRNAs and it was revealed that the overlap between the differential genes and ceRNAs in the normal networks was significant (P\<0.05) (data not shown). This suggests that these differentially expressed ceRNAs may lead to ceRNA dysregulation and thus be involved in the occurrence of depression.

### Dissecting ceRNA modules in depression

Compared with the global ceRNA regulatory networks, subnetwork modules may provide key insights into ceRNA regulation. In the present study, ceRNA regulation modules were examined. The MCODE v1.4.2 plugin ([@b23-mmr-19-05-3411]) in Cytoscape v3.4.0 was used to identify ceRNA modules for normal and depression-associated networks. The default selection for MCODE was used. A total of 22 and 62 ceRNA modules were identified for the normal and depression-associated networks, respectively. At least 3 ceRNAs (that were closely associated with each other in the network) were involved in each module.

Next, key modules, defined as modules that were significantly enriched with differentially expressed genes, were examined. GSEA ([@b24-mmr-19-05-3411]) and a hypergeometric test were used to assess dysfunctional modules. A total of 4 differential modules were identified using GSEA and 4 were identified via the hypergeometric test (P\<0.05; [Fig. 4](#f4-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). These modules were dysfunctional in the disease state and several of these ceRNAs, including PCDHA subfamily C2 (PCDHAC2; module 1) and CDK6 (module 3), may be implicated in the occurrence and development of depression. For example, mtDNA is implicated in stress-associated diseases, including major depressive disorder ([@b22-mmr-19-05-3411]). Cai *et al* ([@b26-mmr-19-05-3411]) reported that CDK6 may regulate mtDNA. Among these 8 key modules, module 1 contained the largest number of ceRNAs and notable complex interactions. Functional analysis of these modules revealed an association with the following pathways: 'Role of Tob in T-cell activation', 'transforming growth factor (TGF)-β signaling pathway', 'First Multivalent Nuclear Factor', 'Cell Cycle (G1/S Check Point)' and 'anaplastic lymphoma kinase' in cardiac myocytes. Some of these functions have been reported to be associated with depression, such as Mihailova *et al* who observed low TGF-β1 expression in patients with depression ([@b39-mmr-19-05-3411]). This indicates that other mechanisms may be involved in the pathophysiology of depression.

### Potential relevance drug screening for key ceRNA modules

Small molecules may affect the expression of genes and improve disease prognosis. In the present study, small molecules that may regulate dysfunctional key modules in depression were screened. A total of 1,309 small molecules were analyzed and screened using a hypergeometric test. The following thresholds were used for the analysis: Fold-change values \>1.5 or \<0.667; fold-change values \>2 or \<0.5. Significantly associated small molecules (P\<0.05) were identified for each key module. The top 10 significantly associated small molecules were selected for each key module (except module 4; [Figs. 5](#f5-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#f6-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). There were no small molecules significantly associated with module 4. These selected small molecules may be associated with improved disease outcomes or lead to side effects. For example, isradipine was screened for module 5 ([Fig. 5](#f5-mmr-19-05-3411){ref-type="fig"}). A preliminary study by Ostacher *et al* ([@b40-mmr-19-05-3411]) suggested that isradipine may be safely administrated to patients with bipolar depression. However, further investigation is required.

In conclusion, in the present study a depression-associated ceRNA network was constructed and a systematical analysis of ceRNA regulation in depression was performed. The results of the present study may provide novel perspectives on understanding the pathogenesis and treatment mechanisms of depression.
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![ceRNA network analysis. (A) ceRNA networks in depression (left-hand panel) and normal (right-hand panel) states. Nodes represent genes and two genes that were competitively regulated with each other were connected with an edge. (B) The degree distribution for depression (left-hand panel) and normal (right-hand panel) ceRNA networks. ceRNA, competitive endogenous RNA.](MMR-19-05-3411-g00){#f1-mmr-19-05-3411}

![Comparison of the ceRNA networks. (A) Comparison of the genes (ceRNAs) involved in the normal and depression networks. (B and C) Functional analysis of the ceRNAs. The x-axis represents the -log10 (P-value): (B) 5 pathways were annotated by ceRNAs specifically presented in the normal ceRNA network, and (C) 46 pathways (31 of which were significant) were annotated by ceRNAs specifically presented in the depression-associated ceRNA network. (D) Comparison of the edges (regulations) involved in the normal and depression networks (upper panel) and the core subnetwork shared by the two ceRNA networks (bottom panel). ceRNA, competitive endogenous RNA.](MMR-19-05-3411-g01){#f2-mmr-19-05-3411}

![Heatmap analysis. (A) Expression of the differentially expressed genes. (B) Overlapping genes that were differentially expressed and were involved in the ceRNA normal (left-hand panel) and depression (right-hand panel) associated ceRNA networks. ceRNA, competitive endogenous RNA.](MMR-19-05-3411-g02){#f3-mmr-19-05-3411}

![GSEA and hypergeometric testing. A total of 8 key dysfunctional modules of depression were identified based on the hypergeometric test (modules 1--4) and the GSEA method (modules 5--8). GSEA, Gene Set Enrichment Analysis.](MMR-19-05-3411-g03){#f4-mmr-19-05-3411}

![Top 10 potentially relevant small molecules with fold-change values \>1.5 or \<0.667. The top 10 potentially relevant small molecules were screened for each key module (except module 4) based on the threshold of differential genes with a fold-change values \>1.5 or \<0.667. The y-axis represents the log transformed significant P-value, which was calculated via the hypergeometric test.](MMR-19-05-3411-g04){#f5-mmr-19-05-3411}

![Top 10 potentially relevant small molecules for fold-change values \>2 or \<0.5. The top 10 potentially relevant small molecules were screened for each key module (except module 4) based on the threshold of differential genes with fold-change values \>2 or \<0.5. The y-axis represents the log transformed significant P-value, which was calculated via the hypergeometric test.](MMR-19-05-3411-g05){#f6-mmr-19-05-3411}

###### 

Top 30 hub nodes in the normal and depression competitive endogenous RNA networks.

  A, Normal network           
  --------------------------- ------------
  ATMIN                       27
  RBM12B                      27
  RAB11FIP2                   25
  FOXJ2                       17
  LOC374443                   17
  KLF3                        16
  ARMC8                       15
  C2orf69                     14
  PCDHGB7                     13
  PCDHGA5                     13
  PCDHGA12                    13
  PCDHGB4                     13
  PCDHGB6                     13
  PCDHGA10                    13
  PCDHGA9                     13
  PCDHGB5                     13
  PCDHGA8                     13
  PCDHGB2                     13
  PCDHGA6                     13
  PCDHGB3                     13
  PCDHGA7                     13
  PCDHGA11                    13
  PCDHA7                      13
  PCDHA6                      13
  PCDHA5                      13
  PCDHA8                      13
  TTC32                       13
  C3orf58                     13
  PNRC1                       13
  SATB1                       13
                              
  **B, Depression network**   
                              
  **Node name**               **Degree**
                              
  GOLGA7                      78
  MED8                        70
  C3orf23                     70
  8-Sep                       69
  MTF2                        68
  CPOX                        66
  HMGN3                       66
  FAM199X                     65
  CTPS                        64
  GPR180                      62
  ADSS                        59
  TNKS2                       57
  MSL1                        57
  ZMYM1                       57
  KLF3                        57
  C18orf25                    56
  TXNRD1                      56
  C14orf28                    55
  CAND1                       55
  TNFAIP1                     51
  COG3                        50
  IL15                        50
  CHD7                        50
  ZNF236                      49
  RAB14                       49
  ZBTB41                      48
  RBM24                       47
  CLDND1                      46
  TAOK3                       45
  ZDHHC9                      44

[^1]: Contributed equally
